Regional Specialty, Wilmington, Ohio held May 28, 2014
Judge: Mrs. June A. Penta

Best of Breed

GCH InVolo Wanna Be Startin’ Somethin’ (D), Madeline Mosing, Donna Garofalo, Michael Garofalo, and Gia Garofalo.

Best of Winners

Denzel In Dress Blues (D), N. Laver and Tracy Burdick.

Best of Opposite Sex

GCHG Wildfire On The Record (B), N. Shaw and Cheslie Pickett.

Select Dog

GCHP InVolo The King Of Pop, Madeline Mosing, Donna Garofalo, Michael Garofalo, and Gia Garofalo.

Select Bitch

CH Marquis The Inner Circle, Paula Ray, Kevin Ray, and Jessica Isenbarger.

Awards of Merit

Not Listed.

Winners Dog

Denzel In Dress Blues, N. Laver and Tracy Burdick.

Reserve Winners Dog

Denzel Success Comes Naturally, Tracy Burdick.
Winners Bitch

Denzel State Of The Art, Tracy Burdick.

Reserve Winners Bitch

Hallmark’s Agatha Christie, Brooke Hernandez and M. Anderson.